LM1 From Mars - About

WAV

Naming Conventions:

CH Accent V1 LM1 Color Decay A 01.WAV

CH Accent = Drum Voice Name

V1 = Round Robin version (where applicable)

LM1 = Product Name

Color = Processed (Absence of “Color” = clean sample). Various levels of processing range from less processed (A) to more processed (C). 

Decay A = Decay value on the LM1 (where applicable). A is shortest; D is longest. 

01 = Pitch number from the pitch knob on the LM1. These are not exact semi-tones, as this is not possible with the LM1, which has very small tuning knobs. 

Additional Naming Conventions:

Trim = Trimmed sample (see more below)

No Filt = No Filter (see more below)


General


On certain original LM1 samples there is a long space before the first drum transient. You may want to try nudging your sequence or sampler if the timing sounds a little late. Or, you can use our “Trimmed” versions (see more below). 

On certain original LM1 samples there are also clicks int the decay (Tom, cowbell, etc). We’ve provided “Trimmed” versions that remove the clicks (see more below). 

Clean / Color: Any file that does not say “Color” is a clean sample and has no processing whatsoever. Color hits are phase accurate with the clean samples. This means they have the exact same start and end point, and can be layered in your production if desired. 

Color A, B, etc: These are varying amounts of processing, from less to more. 


Original: The original LM1 sample, with a long “pre head” or “pre attack” before the first transient. This space before the transient is what makes the samples sound laid back, groovy and a bit slow. You can nudge your sequence, samples, or sampler a little bit backwards so that the transient hits exactly on beat if desired.

Trimmed: The long “pre head” from the sample is removed. This was done on certain LM1 EPROMs so that the drum hits were more on beat. We’ve provided Trimmed Bass Drum, Snare Drum, Tom, and Cowbell. The inherent clicks on these samples have also been removed. 

No Filt: Our second LM1 we sampled had the filter removed on the BD and Tom. This lends itself to a much harder, more cutting sound, so we included these samples in addition to the original BD and Tom samples. 

V1, V2, V3: The Hi Hats on the LM1 are always changing, do to the analog VCA gate that opens and closes the sample. Because of this, we multi-sampled every Hi Hat (CH, CH Accent, and OH) 3 times, to be used in Round Robin samplers (if desired). 

Decay A - D: The Hi Hat on the LM1 also has a decay amount, which we multi-sampled, ranging from shortest (A) to longest (D). 

Crash & Ride were not original LM1 samples and therefore do not have different pitches

Individual Hits

Contains all LM1 Samples

Group normalized per voice to preserve the inherent volume differences of the LM1, per voice.

Normalization has been performed to balance the volumes between drum hits - by lowering the color hits so that they sound roughly the same volume as the clean hits, but also to balance the Hi Hats to the Bass Drum, for instance. 

These samples therefore have some headroom 

Kits

These are 16 hit kits, created from the Individual Hits samples
These samples also exist in the Individual Hits folder, but the volume has been fine tuned here so they play well together. 

Ableton

This was built with Ableton 9, so that it works for Ableton 9 and Ableton 10 users. If you are an Ableton 10 user, you may need to click the small “upgrade” for certain devices if you wish to edit them further. 

LM1 From Mars Rack:
LM1 Tune: This macro switches between the tuned LM1 samples  for any given voice, effectively allowing you to “tune” the LM1 without implementing any digital Ableton tuning. 
Cutoff: Ableton’s low pass filter cutoff frequency. A slight envelope modulation has been applied for punchiness. This is great for “cleaning up” the noise on samples (that is, if you don’t desire it!). 
Decay: A combination of Ableton’s decay and release times, so you can shorten your sample if desired. 
Tune: Ableton’s digital tuning. In combination with the LM1 Tune you can get pretty wild.
Drive: A combination of Ableton’s drive and saturation, with inherent volume reduction for easier use. 
FX: Various Ableton FX
Clean / Color: Selects between the clean or color version(s) of each sample
Round Robin: (Hi Hats only) selects between no round robin (1), 2 round robin (2) or 3 round robin (3) Hi Hat samples. Round robin means it will alternate playing different versions of the samples. 
Envelope: (Ride & Crash only) - Ableton’s filter envelope (as LM1 Tune was not available for these voices). 
Trimmed samples have been placed on separate pads for easy use. 

Grooves

Groove templates from the LM1’s amazing sequencer; .AGR can be used in Ableton and Midi can be used in many DAWs. See “Installation Docs” for more info. 

Kontakt, Logic, Maschine, SFZ:

Contain all Individual Hit Instruments, with Round Robin and Non Round Robin for Hi Hats

Contain all (12) 16x Hit Kits

Battery, Maschine & MPC

Contain all (12) 16x Hit Kits

